


In this edition we celebrate more than our iconic Mini Sweety.
We also celebrate Nicki, Chloé and our other timeless 
collections that evoke special memories of the milestones 
in our lives. Together these stunning pieces form our story. 
Over 20 years of Bigli happiness, positivity and energy.
Even after two decades, it still feels like we’re just getting started!

We can’t wait to show you what’s coming next.

Enjoy

CELEBRATING LIFE !



     TH
ANNIVERSARY.
NEW COLORS
FOR MIN I  SWEE T Y.

10 
Mini Sweety, Bigli’s most iconic collection, is more successful than ever. 
To celebrate its 10th birthday, we have created three new colors.

Two precious stones – classic Emerald and elegant Sapphire – have been 
given a modern twist, and the magnificent Tiger eye feels warm and sensual.

With over 50 exclusive colors all made from natural stones, the range 
is full of exciting combinations to delight our many collectors. 

The possibilities are endless – just like our enthusiasm, imagination and passion.



# 1 Sapphire Dream



# 2 Emerald green



# 3 Pure tiger eye



The Mini Sweety pavés come with 
white, black and brown diamonds.
Combine them to match your mood. 



THE  MOST
CLASS IC
PREC IOUS
STONES  WITH
A MODERN 
T WIST

Our Mini Sweetys are handcrafted with love by 
our skilled craftsmen and craftswomen. 
A chic and luxurious touch for every day.



Our magnificent Rutile Quartz is layered on white or 
grey mother of pearl or on onyx for the black version. 
Wear them together or in combination  with 
one of our 50 other color stones. 



MAGIC
The

of diamonds
A high tide of diamonds.
The iciness of the diamonds melts into delicate 
pavés with shimmering curves of pink and white 
gold. The Waves collection consists of rings, 
earrings and pendants in different dimensions 
and in an orchestrated firework of diamonds. 
Waves are classy, elegant and timeless.



Mini Waves

Just like the slightly larger Waves, BIGLI’ s Mini Waves have 
the same seductive, undulating shape that intensifies the 
reflection of the light. Because of their smaller shape, Mini 
Waves rings can be stacked for a stunning effect.



Our Mini Waves rings exist in 4 dimensions and 4 colors: white diamonds, 
brown diamonds, brown diamonds with black rodium and black diamonds.
Choose your perfect and personal combination.

Mini Waves rings



Whether you prefer rigid bands or a small chain
to wear next to your favorite watch,
we have the complete range. 
This redesigned basic will catch your eye.

Mini Waves Bracelets



Mini Leaves
New



Nature
Ode to

Mini Leaves
A beautiful shape inspired by nature. 

An undulating form that reflects the light perfectly, 
adding sparkle to your day. Combine, mix and match.

A lovely complement to our Mini Waves. 
Introducing our new Mini Leaves collection.





This line was created as an ode to my mother when she was  young and 
beautiful in the 70s. I love the design and the strong character of this line.
For me this is the glamourous seventies brought to life. 
Laurence.

Nicki
I’m



Mini Nicki.
This is the smaller version 
of the Nicki collection.
Two different dimensions that 
can be worn alone or combined. 



The gold border highlights the stone. 
The pendants and earrings are 
also available in different sizes. 



The Nicki and Mini Nicki collection.
The power of iconic design. A 
beautiful line with strong aestetics.



how to
make
Create your own harmony by 
composing and recomposing your 
perfect combination of shades, all 
according to the occasion, your taste, 
your mood and your personality. 
Whatever you choose, the 
result will always be precious 
and incomparable.

your personal 
mini sweety 
combination



Did you know we have 6 shades 
of pink and 6 shades of purple?
Can you imagine all the 
wonderful possibilities?
We never get bored of combining 
something beautiful.



It’s all about you:

With the Mini Sweety collection 
the possibilities for personalisation  
are endless. Make your jewel 
as unique as you are. 



VOYAGE

UTOPIA

KASHMIR CORTEZ

BIRKIN

SAVANA JOY

VIOLET

LIZZY KING

MARSALA

PUMPKIN



Our iconic Mini Sweety necklace  
opens a world of possibilities. How 
many elements would you like?  9, 7 
or just 1? With or without a diamond 
clasp? You can even wear the long 
chain in different ways, including 
as a bracelet around your wrist.

mini
sweety
the necklace



infinite
variations
more than 50 colors
We have over 20 shades of blue and 
green. Their hypnotic beauty will 
tempt you with a gorgeous deepness 
and structure that you just want to 
dive into  and can’t take your eyes off.



IBIZA

ECLIPSE

EDEN MEGA

ZEN

SOFIA ISLAND

COMO

BARBADOS ORIENT

LAGOON

TAHOE





If you like strong forms, round 
curves and aren’t afraid of 
volume, the Chloé line is for 
you. Named after my youngest 
daughter Chloé, this is the kind of 
statement jewelry I love to wear.
Laurence

chloé



white

One of our favorite stones is 
rutilated quartz, which you can find 
in our different lines.
Rutilated quartz, also known as 
Angel’s Hair, is a type of transparent 
quartz with needle like inclusions.

It is perfect on our largest Chloé 
ring because the height and 
shape of the stone allows the 
needles to make magnificiant  
3-dimensional    structures. A real 
piece of art which is always unique. 

black



It is almost a tradition at Bigli:  
everytime we design a new collection 
the mini variation follows creating 
stackable rings in different shapes 
and sizes. The Mini Chloé’s fit 
together like a jigsaw puzzle and are 
just waiting to become your talisman. 

mini
chloé





THE  BRAND 

W H O-W H AT-W H E R E-H O W- 
W HY-W H E N

In Belgium the name BIGLI is a synonym for colorful, 
elegant, modern jewelry that’s easy to wear every day. 
The driving forces behind BIGLI are Laurence Aerens 
and Thierry Spitaels, partners in business and in life. 
Laurence meticulously manages the brand’s image 
while Thierry takes care of customer relations. 
Founded in 1997, BIGLI soon gained a special place in 
the luxury market by shaking up the traditional jewelry 
craft while still following its conventions, using 
precious materials, exclusive cuts, meticulous paves, 
refined settings and a unique layering technique with 
captivating chromatic effects.
Over a period of twenty years, BIGLI has developed 
around ten lines that are constantly reinvented, 
resulting in a dazzling timeless variety.
Customers can add new items to their own collection 
with a matching pendant or ring, year after year. 
BIGLI’s contemporary pieces always stand out with 
their simplified yet incredibly strong aesthetics! 

O U R P H I LO S O P HY

Creating the purest form of beauty, the beauty 
of simplicity, that’s what we want to achieve. To 
combine soft and simple shapes into something 
intrinsically valuable, into a thing of beauty that is 
truly meaningful. 
Into an exquisite object that will tell people a story. 
Your story, and ours.
It’s been twenty years now since we founded BIGLI, 
and every wonderful moment of our lives has been 
captured in a jewel. Graduations, engagements, 
weddings, the births of our grandchildren: they 
were all linked to a new BIGLI piece. Those were 
moments of intense emotion, of love, joy, fulfillment 
and harmony. Full of the best that life can offer. So 
our jewelry means much more to us than the simple 
search for refinement, or for beauty without a soul.
We want these jewels to tell your story as well.  
We hope that they will embody the best moments in 
your life. That they will make you shine because they 
were meant to make you remember those moments. 
That you will feel beautiful, inside and out, and that 
you will pass this brightness on.



ONE FAMILY 

First of all, I would like to mention 
how much everybody means to us.

Our fantastic staff, passionate office team, 
devoted salesmen, skilled craftsmen and craftswomen 

and, of course, our family and friends…
But also our motivated jewelers and their customers, 

and all the people we meet every day.
It is blissful to have you around.

This flow of interactions is 
my biggest source of inspiration and energy.

We would not exist without you.
Thank you so much for being there.

Enjoy life and Shine On!

Laurence



PREC IOUSNESS 
AND POS I T IVE  POWER

BIGLI jewels are crafted from the finest 18-karat gold in combination with carefully selected and beautifully 
cut diamonds to keep you shining forever. The joy they bring, however, comes from the magnificent colors of 
the most radiant and luminous stones. Through the BIGLI process of clever superposition, shades and hues 
are even more refined, so in our jewels, the color variations are endless and really unique. And when you start 
combining or stacking them, colors will interact and become even brighter.

How do you make your choice? Choose a shade of green for hope. Pick blue because you long for the sound 
of the waves. Or project your passion into a fierce red gem. Choose a white moonstone for its pureness and 
grace. Or because it increases your intuition, so they say. Let yourself be mesmerized by citrine, the quartz that 
brings sunshine into your heart. Pick an aventurine for positivity or a tourmaline for harmony.

These stones are as old as Earth Itself. They came into existence through pure chemistry when our planet was 
formed. Precious stones have been man’s companion throughout history, not only because of their substantial 
beauty, but also because of their powers to heal, to protect, to energize and to soothe. For some, it’s as simple 
as physics, for others it’s beyond understanding. However, it’s just merely exciting to assume that stones 
possess qualities that the eye can never capture.

Whatever you may believe in, when you wear these bright and colorful gems, they will reflect your own mood, 
your energy, your inner beauty. And most of all: every happy memory you want them to embody. The BIGLI team is very proud and thankful to have such exceptionally skilled craftsmen and craftswomen. You 

can see the result of all these years of close collaboration in each jewel. They use 18 Kt gold and diamonds, 
exclusive cuts, meticulous pavés and refined settings. They know all about our unique layering technique, 
combining different precious stones, and they transmit their skills from generation to generation. Thanks to 
this technique we have a range of more than 49 magnificent colors creating shades with subtle brightness that 
make them either velvety, pearly or milky.
Our setters work meticulously to bring the best quality you could expect. Every jewel is made by hand and 
therefore unique. Every color stone is different. Our qualities and collective efforts all serve the same goal. 
Making beautiful jewelry that will make you shine and embody the most precious moments of your life.

Shine on!



T IMEL INE

A big part of our lives is interweaved in the brand that 
my husband and I created with all the love in our hearts since 1997.

Our philosophy has remained intact, running strong through this period.
And the creation of our collections seems to flow from one into the next.

Just like experiences in life.
I am grateful for all these beautiful moments in life.

What more can you want than a job that makes other people happy?

Laurence



1997 

Creation of our brand Gianfranco BIGLI, to create colorful, elegant 
and timeless jewelry that is easy to wear every day.

The journalists describe it as the perfect marriage between 
Italian frivolity and the strictness of north Europe.

Our very first picture launched a new era, and was a source of 
inspiration for many people in the jewelry business.

2003

This is our very first model with a mix of colored 
stones.

This is the start of our passion for colored gemstones; 
especially the cabochon cut.

We use this cut for many of our other lines.

2005

First Moments stackable rings.
Here we play with the idea that jewels are a reminder 

and a symbol of the most precious moments in our lives.
Engagement, marriage, the birth of a child…

Moments bring back those memories via different jewels 
which can be combined.

Always personal and unique thanks to the infinite 
possibilities.



2007

Presentation of the first Waves that remain changeless.
10 years later the MINI WAVES are born.

Exactly the same shape but in a mini version so it can be 
combined more easily.

2008

First creation of Sweety in 7 colors.
For the first time we used a new layering technique to 

combine several layers of natural color stones.
Two years later we made a simplified version which 

enables us to combine different rings.
This was the start of our MINI SWEETY.

2009 

First MINI SWEETY in 10 colors.
We couldn’t have guessed that this would become our biggest success story.



2012 

Birth of my first granddaughter Milla.
At the same time we launched a jewelry line which was 
named after her. Milla has grown up into a very tender, 

sensitive and romantic girl. And this is exactly how 
 I would describe this collection.

I think this is very remarkable.

2013 

Imagine a cold and stormy day in the beautiful Cap Blac Nez with a top model and… totally out of the blue ...  
my neighbor’s ram appears. You have the perfect recipe for an unforgettable image.



2014 

Birth of Lilly, my second granddaughter, and the creation 
of the Lilly Bloom collection.

The prototype of the big Lilly Bloom ring in Rutile quartz 
is for her when she turns 18. 

And again, we find the same coincidences as Lilly’s 
personality is the perfect description of the jewel.

Lilly is exuberant, cheerful and has a lot of audacity.
Plus, she shines!

2015

Thanks to the skills of our stonecutters and their layering 
technique, we have developed a range of 49 magnificent 

colors, making us unique.

2016
Time for some introspection.

Identity-collections-style.

Our philosophy is increasingly relevant and visible in 
everything we do.

And Gianfranco BIGLI becomes BIGLI.
This infusion of new energy will result in lots of new 

collections over the next 20 years.

2019
We celebrate 10 years MINI SWEETY

Introducing interchangeable elements between different 
lines with a delightful mix of precious materials.

It’s all very bright, very fresh and very BIGLI.

We can’t wait to show you!





An endless variation to a magnificent theme
Your own never-ending story...

BIGLI’s flagship collection MINI SWEETY offers 
delightful cabochon cuts in 50 colors, 

all obtained through a unique layering technique. 
Create your own harmony by composing and recomposing 

a combination of shades, all according to the occasion, 
your taste, your mood, your personality. 

Whatever you choose, the result will always be
precious and incomparable.

MINI 
SWEE T Y



MODELS  & 
D IMENS IONS

Rings, pendants, earrings, bracelets, necklaces, 
check the website for infinite possibilities.

Mini Sweety rings exist in 3 dimensions, the earrings and pendants in 2 dimensions.

Mini Sweety is also available with white or brown diamonds, delicate 
arabesques in full gold or set with white or brown diamonds.



COLOR CARD FOR MIN I  SWEE T Y

All our gemstones are natural products, and therefore the color and structure may differ from the 
pictures on this color card. Because every stone is unique we cannot provide identical stones.

LONDON BLUE LAKE
LOBMP

AMETHYST BLUSH
AMRUBMP

TURQUOISE SEA
CRAGVERMP

AGATE MIST
QLALBLUAGMP

MADEIRA GLOW
MCMP

TRAVEL THROUGH
AMAZON
CRAMAZZ

GARNET LOVE
GRANMP

TURQUOISE MIST
AQLATU

GREY ADULARIA
ADGRMP

SAPPHIRE DREAM
CRZAFMP

BURNED CORAL
SQPC

LAPIS NIGHT
AMLAPMP

QUARTZ RUTILE
MOONSHINE

RUTMPBI

PURE SODALITE
CRSOD

BRIGHT RUBY
CRRUBMP

ECLECTIC BLUE
BTMPTURCH

EMERALD GREEN
CRSMERMP

VINTAGE COGNAC
CGNMP

FANTASTIC PRASIOLITE
GAMP

ROCK CRYSTAL BLUES
CRMPTU

SMOKY EYES
SQMP

ARCTIC OCEAN
RUTAGAZZMP

ORANGE AGATE 
SUNSET

SQARANMP

DEEP AMETHYST
AMMP

RUTILE SHADES
OF GREY

RUTMPGR

SOFT SODALITE
QLASOD

RUBY IN THE MIST
QLARUBMP

MIDSUMMER NIGHT
RUTAGBLUMP

THE EYE OF THE TIGER
CRTIGE

GREEN AVENTURINE
FOR EVER

LEAVVERMP

SOFT CORAL
QLAPC

LAPIS DREAM
CRMPLAP

CRYSTAL CLEAR
WHITE
CRMP

GREEN LEMON
LEMAGVERMP

ORANGE DELIGHT
RUTAGARMP

JADEITE
COTTON CANDY

RUTJAD

RUTILE IN THE DARK
RUTONYX

DEEPEST GREEN EVER
CRAPATIT / D

DEEP CORAL
CRPC

ATLANTIC WAVES
CRAPATIT / L

LEMON SQUASH
LQMP

TROPICAL GREEN
GAGTOMP

MOONSTONE DREAM
ADORMP

PINK QUARTZ
SO LOVELY

PQMP

MILKY QUARTZPURE WHITE
QLAMP

AVENTURINE MYSTERY
CRAVTUR

PURE TIGER EYE
TIGE

PINK QUARTZ PASTEL
PQRUBMP

MELLOW YELLOW
QLAMPGI

MISTY ONYX
QLAONYX



Craftsmanship with a contemporary spirit

WAVES
A range of different dimensions are available to suit your mood.
Sparkling pavés caught in sensuous curvy pink and white gold.

A H IGH T IDE  OF  D IAMONDS

The radiance of the diamonds melts into delicate pavés with shimmering 
curves of pink and white gold. The WAVES collection consists of rings, 

earrings and pendants in an orchestrated firework of diamonds. WAVES are 
classy, elegant and timeless. It is BIGLI’s most subtly glistening classic.



MINI 
WAVES

The perfect shape for ultimate light reflection

Just like their next of kin, WAVES, BIGLI’s Mini WAVES have the same 
seductive, undulating shape that intensifies the reflection of the light. Because 

of their smaller shape, Mini WAVES are perfectly stackable on one finger. 
Nevertheless, they are just as beautiful on their own. Mini WAVES are available 

in different colors of gold, combined with white, brown or black diamonds. 

DIMENS IONS

for your own perfect and personal combination, we have four ring 
dimensions. This way you can make your personal combinations 

and choose the volume you are comfortable with.

 4  COLORS

We use black, white and brown diamonds. Brown diamonds can come with black 
rhodium. This makes 4 colors. Again; for your own perfect and personal combination.

THE  COMPLE T E  RANGE

Pendants, earrings and bracelets are also available in different 
dimensions because a beautiful basic must suit you perfectly.



MINI 
L EAVES

Nature, diamonds and light.

The curves melt together as if they were one.
A small or large circle, a small or large leaf: everything fits together beautifully.

Your jewelry is so comfortable, you’ll want to wear it forever.

Inspired by the beauty of nature, these stunning leaves 
complement our Mini Waves models. 

Using the same undulating shape as our Waves and Mini Waves collections, 
Mini Leaves reflects the light perfectly, adding sparkle to your day.

Mini Leaves rings are available in 2 dimensions. 
Pendants and earrings are avilbable in 3 dimensions



CHLOÉ
Wearning Chloé makes a beautiful statement.

THE  ROMANT IC  VERS ION

The Chloé line also has a version with one shank. It is a bit more romantic 
and curvy, and a tiny bit smaller than the original Chloé model.

The Chloé line was named after Laurence and Thierry’s youngest daughter, 
as a reminder of female strength, of love, of the unpredictable. 

Moreover, the Chloé rings are proof of pure craftsmanship. Their 
magnificent colors are the result of the superposition of different stones. 

In their splendid hues and headstrong curves, they bring a hint of the 
carefree seventies to light. Enjoy life with Chloé, just a little more.



MINI 
CHLOÉ

A new generation of combination rings with mesmerizing colors.

MORE THAN R INGS

The Mini Chloé pendants are available in two different dimensions. 
The pendants are little talismans you always want to wear. 

Please check our website for more models.

J IGSAW PUZZLE

Mini Chloé is the small version of the Chloé model. The same splendid hues and 
headstrong curves are waiting to be combined. The two different dimensions match 
like a puzzle. Nevertheless they are also nice to be worn on their own. The pendants 

in smaller dimensions are just waiting to become your talisman and the earrings bring 
a joyful touch of color to your face. Enjoy life with Mini Chloé, just a little more.



Ode to the seventies

NICK I

STRONG FORMS ,  PURE  DES IGN AND 
FANTAST IC  HUES .

Nicki is an ode to the mother of Bigli’s designer Laurence. 
Her style and attitude was always an example to her. The freedom, 

an extravert mind, experimental forms and strong design.
This is the look of the glamourous 70s brought to life.



One is good, two is better

MINI 
N ICK I

THE POWER OF  ICONIC DES IGN

Mini Nicki is the smaller version of the Nicki collection. 
Here are the same splendid hues and headstrong curves 

 just waiting to be combined. By using the same shape as the Chloé 
model we have made a stronger architectural version. 

The gold border reinforces the stone. It demands a lot of skill 
to be cut in the right shape. A beautiful line with strong aesthetics.

Enjoy!



INFINITY is a real treasure both in substance and in form. The incredible 
simplicity of the curve, endlessly going up and down, is combined in one unique 
jewel using the highest quality diamonds, all arranged in fine and tight settings. 

An everlasting joy for the senses and the mind, for infinite emotions.

INF IN I T Y

INFIN I T E  HARMONY

This purest form of timeless beauty comes as a pendant, earrings and a ring



MOMENTS
Created to materialize all your special precious moments in life

MIX ING AND MATCHING

MOMENTS is a true mix and match collection, traditional version, 
especially created to materialize all your special precious moments in 
life: births, engagements, birthdays and weddings. MOMENTS enables 
you to incorporate your memories into a precious stone. The rings are 

designed to be combined, united and mixed. The collection offers endless 
possibilities to fulfill your desires year after year, moment after moment.

For your perfect match, we have four ring dimensions. This way you can make 
your personal combinations and choose the volume you are comfortable with.



Pure bliss, incorporated in a jewel

MILLA

PURE BL I SS

Tender flowers, elegant drops, a freshly budded rose or 
a four leaf clover encrusted with diamonds.

Precious, but at the same time incredibly versatile, 
to be worn always and everywhere.



L I L LY  BLOOM
The expression of pure blossoming joy

NATURE ’ S  GREATEST  G I F T

LILLY BLOOM is the expression of pure blossoming joy 
within a whole palette of colors and whirling petals 

that are finely accentuated with diamonds. 
Nature was BIGLI’s greatest source of inspiration for these 

delightful pieces of jewelry.

Rings can be worn alone or in combination. For your 
perfect match we have four ring dimensions.



MOON
Power and passion in combination with gentle softness

POWERFUL  &  S TREAML INED

The MOON collection symbolizes power and passion in combination with 
 gentle softness. The volume of the stones enhances the depth 

of the unique BIGLI colors. It makes them even brighter and shinier.  
A series of diamonds on the sides empowers the stone’s beauty.




